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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ITS Standards can make your life easier. Your procurements will go more smoothly and you’ll encourage competition, but only if you know how to write them into your specifications and test them. This module is one in a series that covers practical applications for acquiring and testing standards-based ITS systems.  I am Ken Leonard, director of the ITS Joint Program Office for USDOT and I want to welcome you to our newly redesigned ITS standards training program of which this module is a part. We are pleased to be working with our partner, the Institute of Transportation Engineers, to deliver this new approach to training that combines web based modules with instructor interaction to bring the latest in ITS learning to busy professionals like yourself. This combined approach allows interested professionals to schedule training at your convenience, without the need to travel. After you complete this training, we hope that you will tell colleagues and customers about the latest ITS standards and encourage them to take advantage of the archived version of the webinars. ITS Standards training is one of the first offerings of our updated Professional Capacity Training Program. Through the PCB program we prepare professionals to adopt proven and emerging  ITS technologies that will make surface transportation safer, smarter and greener which improves livability for us all. You can find information on additional modules and training programs on our website www.pcb.its.dot.gov Please help us make even more improvements to our training modules through the evaluation process. We look forward to hearing your comments. Thank you again for participating and we hope you find this module helpful.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mr. Chan has been involved with the development of ITS standards since the year 2000, particularly several NTCIP device standards and the Traffic Management Data Dictionary, a center-to-center standard. He is a member of numerous ITS standards committees, including the NTCIP Joint Committee, and the SAE Technical Committee responsible for developing and maintaining SAE J2735. Patrick has over 29 years of ITS experience, including 4 years as an ITS project manager with a public agency.



Describe the scope of the SAE J2735 Standard

Describe the SPaT Message

Describe the MAP Message

Implementation Considerations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This module has four Learning Objectives. 



Describe the scope of SAE 
J2735 Standard

Learning Objective 1

66

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first learning objective is to describe the scope of the SAE J2735 standard. We’ll start by describing:What is the connected vehicle environment, in particular a V2I environment?What are the needs for SPaT and MAP information?What is the scope and purpose of the SAE J2735 standard?



What is a Connected Vehicle Environment, in Particular a 
V2I Environment

Transportation Challenges

Source: US Department of Transportation, 2019 Urban Mobility Report, TTI

Safety
37,113 motor vehicle deaths in 2017
6,452,000 crashes in 2017

Mobility
8.8 billion hours of travel delay
$166 billion cost of urban congestion

Environment
3.3 billion gallons of wasted fuel
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Three major transportation challenges transportation agencies face today.Read the bullet points.



What is a Connected Vehicle Environment, in Particular a V2I 
Environment

CV environment consists of:
 Connected vehicles
 Connected individuals
 Connected infrastructure

CV Communications
 Wireless
 Mixture of 

▫ Short-range 
communications

▫ Remote communications

The CV Environment
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:In broad terms, the CV environment consists of vehicles, individuals, and infrastructure that can communicate amongst each other to provide valuable services that may address the transportation challenges presented in the previous slide. These services, enabled by software applications, can help to reduce crashes, improve mobility and improve the environment. This connectivity is provided through a range of wireless technologies, but primarily in two categories:Short range communications, which provide an open network over hundreds of meters so that vehicles approaching each other at speed can communicate and inform each other of their presence and movement (V2V). These vehicles may also exchange information with the infrastructure (V2I) and individuals (V2P).Remote communications, which allow these devices to access centralized services, such as fleet management capabilities, regional traffic management, personalized trip information, etc.Collectively, this connectivity is referred to as vehicle to everything (V2X).Image: https://www.its.dot.gov/pilots/pilots_overview.htm



What is a Connected Vehicle Environment, in Particular a 
V2I Environment

Current position
and sensor data

Current position
and sensor data

Infrastructure
data

Source: US Department of Transportation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:What data might be exchanged among the CV components to address the transportation challenges previously mentioned?Connected vehicles:Share their current position and sensor data with other vehicles, travelers and the infrastructureReceive data from the infrastructure that can reduce the likelihood of incidents and improve mobility (e.g., reduce delays)Connected individuals:Share their current position with other vehicles and the infrastructureReceive information about their current surroundings, e.g., where the crosswalks are and if the walk phase is onConnected infrastructure:Provide geographic and traffic information about the intersection and the roadway, including signal timing dataReceive information about surrounding vehicles and travelers, e.g., there’s a vehicle approaching the signalized intersection or there’s a pedestrian in the crosswalkImage: https://www.its.dot.gov/pilots/pilots_overview.htm



What is a Connected Vehicle Environment, in particular a 
V2I Environment

Source: US Department of Transportation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:How is this data useful in addressing safety, mobility and environmental challenges?The answer is by developing applications, or software that uses the data exchanged to:Warn travelers to avoid violating right-of-way in the signalized intersectionsWarn travelers to avoid crashes with each otherProvide advisories to travelers to improve flow through the signalized intersectionImage: https://www.its.dot.gov/pilots/pilots_overview.htm



What is the Need for SPaT and MAP Information?

 Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) data and MAP data
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This module focuses on two types of data that are provided by the connected infrastructure to connected vehicles and connected individuals: signal phase and timing data, which originates from the traffic signal controller; and roadway geometry (MAP) data, which generally originates from a traffic management center. Both pieces of data are broadcasted by a roadside unit to travelers to support applications for signalized intersections. There are other PCB modules that present other types of data that may be exchanged in the connected vehicle environment to support other types of applications, such as vehicle-to-vehicle applications.Image:Patrick ChanThere is animation on this slide.



What is the Need for SPaT and MAP Information?

• Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) data are used by 
applications to generate:

• Pedestrian warnings: 
allowed pedestrian 
movements

• Driver warnings: potential 
red light violations, potential 
pedestrian conflicts, 
allowed vehicle movements

• Driver advisories: 
suggested travel speeds 
(for mobility and 
environmental purposes)

Source: US Department of Transportation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Focusing on signal timing data, signal timing data provided by the infrastructure can be used by applications in pedestrian devices, such as a smartphone, to provide warnings to pedestrians; and by applications in vehicles to provide warnings or advisories to drivers.Image: https://www.its.dot.gov/pilots/pilots_overview.htm



What is the Need for SPaT and MAP Information?

• MAP data can be used by applications to provide 
benefits at intersections or roadway segments

• Driver warnings: sharp 
curves, allowable movements

• Driver advisories: location of 
lanes

• Pedestrian advisories:
location of crosswalks

• Required to link SPaT data 
(currently allowable 
movements) with lanes
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Roadway geometry data, called MAP data, provided by the infrastructure can be used by applications to determine the lane or pedestrian path locations and any restrictions that are in effect. The MAP data are used by applications to provide warnings or advisories to travelers: – no left turns allowed at this intersection, the lane curve is too sharp so slow down, or sidewalk is closed.MAP messages also are required to properly interpret the SPaT data. While SPaT data indicates a movement is currently allowed, the MAP data provides the context – where are the lanes and lane movements currently allowed? Is it only the left-most lane of an approach that is allowed to make a left turn?



What is the Need for SPaT and MAP Information?

• Applications:
• Red Light Violation Warning (RLVW): warnings to 

travelers for impending red light violations
• Pedestrian in Signalized Crosswalk Warning: warnings 

to transit operators when pedestrians are in the intended 
path of the bus

• Mobile Accessible Pedestrian Signal System (PED-
SIG): automated calls from a visually impaired pedestrian 
and cues to safely navigate the crosswalk

• Eco-Approach and Departure at Signalized 
Intersections: recommend speed trajectories as vehicles 
approach and depart the intersection

14
Source: US Department of Transportation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Some examples of applications that use SPaT and MAP data are:Safety:Red Light Violation Warning (RLVW): An in-vehicle application that receives SPaT and other data and generates driver warnings for impending red light violationsPedestrian in Signalized Crosswalk Warning (Transit): An in-vehicle application that warns transit bus operators when pedestrians, within the crosswalk of a signalized intersection, are in the intended path of the busMobility:Mobile Accessible Pedestrian Signal System (PED-SIG): A pedestrian device application that allows for an automated call for a visually impaired pedestrian to the traffic signal, as well as audio cues to allow a pedestrian to safely navigate the crosswalkEnvironmental:Eco-Approach and Departure at Signalized Intersections: An in-vehicle application that receives the current state and time remaining for a signal indication (red, yellow, or green) at a signalized intersection to support eco-friendly speed trajectories as vehicles approach and depart from a signalized intersection. It is through these applications that we can address the transportation challenges presented at the beginning of this module.



What is the Scope and Purpose of SAE J2735?

• A data dictionary for the 
CV environment.

• Defines messages 
and data elements

• Includes vehicle 
kinematic information, 
position correction 
information, traveler 
information
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Source: SAE International

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:The module to this point has described the data to be exchanged to support signalized intersection applications, but not how the data is defined. SAE J2735, Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) Message Set Dictionary has been developed and defines a set of messages and data elements for the CV environment. It also defines a message framework for new messages if a user need is defined.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603



What is the Scope and Purpose of SAE J2735?

• Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT)
• Provides signal phase and 

timing data from one or more 
traffic signal controllers

• Provides dynamic data
• General controller status
• What movements (by lane) 

are currently allowed and 
when will the movement 
state is likely to end

• Tied to the MAP data message

16
Source: Applied Information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:One of the messages defined in SAE J2735 is the SPaT message. The SPaT message was developed to provide dynamic (time dependent) signal timing information at signalized intersections.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick Chan



What is the Scope and Purpose of SAE J2735?

• MAP Data Message
• Provides static roadway geometric 

information
• Lane widths, path, location
• Lane types – vehicle lanes, 

crosswalks, barriers
• Lane attributes – allowable 

movements, safe landing zones for 
the visually impaired

• Indicates what part of the SPaT 
message applies to the traveler’s 
intended movement
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Another J2735 message called the MAP data message provides the roadway geometric data. Unlike SPaT, it provides the static data. There is content in the MAP data message to link it to the signal and phase information for an intersection (SPaT) to provide complete information for signalized intersection applications.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick Chan



What is the Scope and Purpose of SAE J2735?

• Signal Request / Signal Status Message (SRM/SSM)
• Provides signal 

priority/preemption 
request and status 
messages

• Uses approach and 
desired egress lane, 
and estimated times

• Must be configured to 
work reliably and with 
security protections

18
Source: US Department of Transportation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:There are other messages defined in SAE J2735 that may be of interest for signalized intersections applications, but are not addressed in this module. These messages include the Signal Request and Signal Status Messages, which are used to request signal priority/preemption for a signalized intersection, and to check the status of the request, respectively. The SRM allows a traveler to request signal priority/preemption based on the lane it expects enters the intersection, its desired egress lane (i.e., the movement through the intersection) and estimated time of arrival at the intersection. Note that the system must be configured to work reliably with security protections so priority/preemption is provided for only authorized vehicles. A separate PCB module on Transit Signal Priority in a Connected Vehicle environment is being developed.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of Graphichttps://www.its.dot.gov/ITSJPO_Microsite/styleguide/itsjpo_resources.html#Illustrations



What is the Scope and Purpose of SAE J2735?

• Basic Safety Message
• Broadcasted by vehicles about their kinematics and 

sensor information
• Traveler Information Message

• General traveler information broadcasted from the 
infrastructure to travelers 

• NMEA Corrections and RTCM Corrections
• Contains data used to calibrate GNSS (e.g., GPS) for 

vehicles and mobile devices to increase the absolute and 
relative location accuracy.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Other messages defined in SAE J2735 that may be of interest to participants include the Basic Safety Message, which contains the kinematic data for a vehicle, while the Traveler Information Message is broadcasted from the infrastructure to vehicles or individuals and contains information that may be of interest to travelers.NMEA (National Marine Electronics Association) and RTCM (Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Services) Corrections provide information in a standardized format so vehicles can more accurately calculate its (Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)) position – Global Positioning System (GPS) is an example of GNSS. GNSS systems on vehicles and smartphones are accurate to maybe 10 feet for a smartphone and perhaps 1 feet in a vehicle. These correction messages help improve the locational accuracy for vehicles and smartphones. The NMEA Corrections message provides the differential corrections data in NMEA 0183 format, while the RTCM uses v2 or v3 of the Special Committee 104 (SC-104) messages. NOTE: warning: the positional accuracy on a smartphone may be inadequate for pedestrian safety applications.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603
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Which of the following user needs for a signalized 
intersection is NOT addressed with SPaT data?

a) Receive currently allowed vehicle movements
b) Receive lane location descriptions
c) Receive suggested vehicle speeds
d) Receive estimated times when signal indications will change

Answer Choices

Question

21



Review of Answers

a) Receive currently allowed vehicle movements

Incorrect. This information is supported by SPaT data

b) Receive lane location descriptions

Correct! Lane location descriptions are provided by MAP 
message data

c) Receive suggested vehicle speeds

Incorrect. This information is supported by SPaT data

d) Receive estimated times when signal indications will change

Incorrect. This information is supported by SPaT data
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Learning Objective

Describe the SPaT Message
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second learning objective is to describe the SPaT message. We’ll start by describing:What is the structure of the SPaT message?What are the mandatory elements of SPaT message?What are the optional elements of a SPaT message?



What is the Structure of the SPaT Message?

• Previously described WHY SPaT data is needed
• Support in-vehicle and individual applications

• Next several slides describes WHAT data is provided 
in SAE J2735_201603
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:The previous slides describes WHY SPaT data is needed – to support safety, mobility and environmental applications. The next several slides describe WHAT SPaT data is provided. The purpose of the slides is so participants understand what MUST be provided, and what CAN be provided and why.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603



What is the Structure of the SPaT Message?

timeStamp

intersections

messageId

MSG_SignalPhaseAndTiming

name idname regional

Message
(sentence)

Data frames
(Phrases)

Data Elements                                                    …
(words)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: First, an introduction to structure of messages in SAE J2735. The SAE J2735 contains definitions of data elements, data frames and messages. This slide is a graphical depiction of the relationship between a message, data frames and data elements.A message is a sequence of data frames and data elements providing information for a pre-defined application that collectively support a function. An analogy to the English language is that a message is analogous to a sentence.Data frames are sequences of related data elements that provide information on a very specific topic. An example is location – individually, longitude, latitude and elevation may be interesting, but together, these 3 data elements are important and mean something. Another example is date and time. By itself, hour, minutes, and seconds are interesting, but together, it is an important data concept. An analogy to the English language is that a data frame is analogous to a phrase. Data elements are the smallest entity of data, and are the words that create phrases or sentences. In the English language, a data element is equivalent to a word.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick Chan



1..32
• messageId. DE_DSRCmsgID = 19
• timeStamp. Number of elapsed minutes in the year
• name. Name of the group of intersections for testing 

purposes
• intersections. Data for each intersection
• regional. Regional extensions   

What is the Structure of the SPaT Message?

timeStamp intersections regionalmessageId

MSG_SignalPhaseAndTiming

name

mandatory

optional

26

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This is a graphical depiction of a SPaT message and introduces the data concepts that make up the SPaT message.Each data “concept” consists of a type and name. The type defines the type of data, whether it’s a data frame or data element, and the name is the name of the instance.Each box contains the instance name of the data concept. Boxes in green are mandatory, yellow are optional.messageId is the instance name, and the type is a data element, DE_DSRCmsgIDmessageId – defines what type of message follows. messageId (DE_DSRCmsgID) = 19 represents the 2016 version of the SPaT message.timeStamp – number of elapsed minutes of the current year when the message was constructed (DE_MinuteOfTheYear)name – name of the group of intersections for testing purposes (not used) (DE_DescriptiveName)intersections – SPaT data for each intersection (DF_IntersectionStateList). Up to 32 intersections can be supported, however other restrictions may apply, such as message size limitations depending on other standards or communications technology used.regional – allows regional extensions. Recall that SAE J2735 may be used internationallyContent/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick Chan



What is the Structure of the SPaT Message?

1..32
• Each SPaT message can provide signal phase and 

timing and dynamic information for multiple
intersections.

• Useful in dense urban areas.

27

timeStamp intersections regionalmessageId

MSG_SignalPhaseAndTiming

name

mandatory

optional

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:With this structure, each SPaT message can support time dependent regulatory content, including lane usage, for up to 32 intersections.Useful for signalized intersections spaced closely together.Can send a single message instead of multiple messages.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick Chan



What are the Mandatory Elements of the SPaT Message?

intersections

name id revision status moy timeStamp

enabledLanes states maneuverAssistList regional

region id

mandatory

optional 1..32

…

…
• region. Identifier of the responsible agency
• id. Regionally unique intersection identifier

28

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Taking a more detailed look at what data is mandatory to be provided for each intersection, as defined by SAE J2735.id – a regionally unique intersection identifier (DF_IntersectionReferenceID), which consists of two data elements:Optional identifier of the agency responsible for the intersection (or assigning the identifier) (DE_RoadRegulatorID)Need an effort to uniquely assign agency identifiersA regionally unique identifier for the intersection (DE_IntersectionID)There has been efforts to define a scheme for uniquely identifying intersection in the United States/North America. In the meantime, should work with other regional agencies, including the state DOT to devise a scheme so identifiers are at least unique within the region and/or state.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick Chan



1..32

…

• revision is message counter. Increments:
• Every time message is transmitted, OR
• When the message content changes

• status is the general status of the controller, e.g., 
adaptive, priority, preempt, flash, no valid SPaT data

What are the Mandatory Elements of the SPaT Message?

intersections

name id revision status moy timeStamp

enabledLanes states maneuverAssistList regional

mandatory

optional

29

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: revision – a data element used as a sequence number/message counter (DE_MsgCount). This is a potential implementation issue. The definition allows the sequence number to be incremented:every time the message is transmitted (can be used to determine if a message is missed); ORwhen the contents of the message changes (allows a receiver to ignore the contents if the message was already previously processed)Needs clarification – may impact how receivers use SPaT data. ISO TS 19091 defines its usage as when the content of the message changes, and the CV Pilots have been using when the content of the message changes.status – a data element used to describe the general status of the traffic signal controller (DE_IntersectionStatusObject)Describes the current operational mode of the traffic signal controller for the intersection.Multiple status values allowed. E.g., can be fixed time and Recent MAP updateManually controlled (e.g., police pickle)Stop time is activated (timing has stopped)Failure flashPreempt modeProviding signal priority Fixed time operationsActuated or adaptive operationsStandby operation (flash)FailureModeRecent MAP update, No valid MAP available, No valid SPaT data availableContent/Source URL SAE J2735_201603Source of Graphic  Patrick Chan



What are the Mandatory Elements of the SPaT Message?

• Status. Example potential implementation issues:
• Definition of providing signal priority.

• When request is received?
• When modifications are made to the timing?

• Definition of preempt mode.
• When the preempt request is received?
• Does it include the preempt exit phases?

• Definition of recent MAP update.
• Within the last week? Last month?

• Some status values may be defined in other 
standards, e.g., NTCIP 1202 v03

30

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Some status values need an unambiguous definition for interoperability purposes.For example, when should a signal controller indicate that it is providing signal priority? As soon as the request is received and accepted, only when a timing change is in effect (early phase start or late phase termination)? What if no modifications are made to the timing?Other standards, such as NTCIP 1202 v03, may define some values. Other values are hoped to be defined in a new standards project called the Connected Signalized Intersection project.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603



1..32

…

…
1..255

• states provide information for each movement at the 
intersection

• signalGroup is an identifier tying the SPaT data to a 
specific lane-to-lane movement in the MAP message

What are the Mandatory Elements of the SPaT Message?

intersections

name id revision status moy timeStamp

enabledLanes states maneuverAssistList regional

mandatory

optional

movementName signalGroup state-time-speed manuverAssistList

31

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:states (DF_MovementList)signalGroup – an identifier to tie the SPaT data for this movement to a specific lane-to-lane movement defined in the MAP data message (DE_SignalGroupID).Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick ChanThere is animation on this slide.



1..255
…

• eventState. Unavailable, dark (signal indication is 
dark), stop then proceed (e.g., flashing red, red turn on 
red), stop and remain, permissive movement, protected 
movement, permissive clearance, protected clearance, 
proceed with caution (e.g., flashing yellow)

What are the Mandatory Elements of the SPaT Message?

enabledLanes states maneuverAssistList regional

mandatory

optional

movementName signalGroup state-time-speed manuverAssistList

eventState timing speeds regional
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:eventState. Defines the state of each separate movement, identified by signal group (DE_MovementPhaseState). Valid values are : unavailable.dark (signal indication is dark).stop then proceed (e.g., flashing red, red turn on red).stop and remainpermissive movementprotected movementpermissive clearanceprotected clearanceproceed with caution (e.g., flashing yellow)Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick Chan



What are the Mandatory Elements of the SPaT Message?

33

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This figure shows an example of movement identifiers assigned to each movement at an intersection. Next to each movement is the current state of that movement. The current state distinguishes between permissive movements and protected movements.Note: The MAP data message has a bit to indicate if right turn on red is allowedSource of GraphicPatrick ChanThere is animation on this slide.



What are the Mandatory Elements of the SPaT Message?

• Summary
• messageId
• Intersection (optional)

• id (of the intersection)
• revision (counter)
• status (of the controller)
• state

• signalGroup (identifier of the movement)
• eventState (signal state of the movement)

34

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:To summarize the mandatory elements.A SPaT message, as identified by the messageId, must contain at least one intersection.The intersection consists of the id of the intersection, the revision (or counter) number, the status of the intersection (or specifically the controller), and the signal state of each movement (e.g., red, permissive, protected, clearance, etc.) listed.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603



• Enabled (revocable) lanes
• List of revocable lanes that are active
• Must be defined as a revocable lane in the MAP

message

What are the Optional Elements of the SPaT Message?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:The next several slides present some of the optional elements in the SPaT message. Not all elements are presented in this module – only those that may be used for common situations.enabledLanes - Indicates if a revocable lane defined in the MAP data message is active or not.The MAP data message is intended to be static and potentially “remembered” by a traveler device. The MAP message should include all the lanes that may be used by travelers, even if they are not always in effect. Lanes that may not always be in effect are called revocable lanes. For example, a lane may be “in effect” only during rush hours but is a parking lane all other times. A shoulder lane may be used only during peak hours, but not used except for emergencies during other times. Reversible lanes and HOV lanes during peak hours are other examples of a revocable lane.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603



201    202     203     Lane 201, 203, 211, 205 are
revocable lanes

• Revocable lanes may be 
mutually exclusive

• Lanes 201 and 211 are reversible 
lanes

• Lane 203 is an active lane and 
Lane 205 is a parking lane

P
211               205

What are the Optional Elements of the SPaT Message?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a graphical depiction of revocable lanes. Some revocable lanes may be mutually exclusive - physically the same lane, but defined for different purposes and only one may be “in effect” at any one time.For example, Lane 201 is the northbound direction and lane 211 is the southbound direction and both are defined in the MAP data message as revocable lanes. They are physically the same lane, but its legal use is only defined as either lane 201 or 211.Another example is Lane 203 is an active lane that can be used by traveling vehicles, while Lane 205 is the same physical lane but used for parking. Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick Chan



• timing. Measured in tenths of a second in 
the current or next hour.

• Time OF change, not time TO change.
• NOT valid if in preempt mode
• minEndTime. Earliest time the 

eventState may change (mandatory)
• How to interpret for actuated signals 

if the minEndTime has already 
passed?

• startTime. Ambiguous, could be past or 
future

What are the Optional Elements of the SPaT Message?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Timing data may also be provided in a SPaT message. (DF_TimeChangeDetails)Values are time OF change, not time TO change. Earlier versions of J2735 were time TO change.Implementation issue: the timing values are not valid if the intersection is in preempt modeminEndTime is MANDATORY if timing data is provided. Most implementations only providing minEndTime. Implementation issue: For actuated signals, how is an OBU to interpret if the minEndTime has already passed? Has been implemented or interpreted differently.startTime is optional. Some disagreement about the definition of startTime. Could be time when eventState first changed or a future time when the same state appears again.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603



• timing. (continued)
• maxEndTime. Latest time the eventState may 

change
• likelyTime. Most likely time the eventState will 

change
• confidence. Statistical probability of the likelyTime
• nextTime. When the current eventState will likely 

occur again

What are the Optional Elements of the SPaT Message?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:maxEndTime – max green for example.nextTime is used for eco applications – when will the green for the desired movement expected to appear again? This is a FUTURE state.Implementation Issues:What to show for likelyTime once the likely green time is exceeded?Confidence – how confidence is calculated may vary between vendors.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603



What are the Optional Elements of the SPaT Message?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:The slide is an example of what the timing might look like for a basic intersection, for a cycle. The same figure can be found in the Student Supplement.The timestamp and other times are in tenths of a second in the current hour, while eventState is an enumerated value of the current state of the movement, defined in SAE J2735_201603 (DE_MovementPhaseState).Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicNTCIP 1202 v03, Object Definitions for Actuated Signal Controllers



• Advisory speeds for a movement
• The advisory speed and distance from the stop 

bar the advisory speed is good for
• Specify the vehicle class the advisory is valid for

What are the Optional Elements of the SPaT Message?
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Recommended Speed

20 MPH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Advisory speeds for a vehicle movement (DF_AdvisorySpeedList). Examples of reasons why an advisory speed is broadcasted include to maintain a platoon or for eco-driving purposes.More that one (up to 16) advisory speeds can be provided. Speed (DE_SpeedAdvice)Distance is the region that the advisory speed is valid for, based on the distance upstream from the stop bar (DE_ZoneLength).Advisory speeds can be by class of vehicle (DE_RestrictionClassID), for example, HOV. Classes are defined in the MAP message. Class (values) can vary by intersection.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603



• Information for a specific lane movements
• Current queue length for this movement
• Distance from the stop bar within which 

vehicles can expect to clear the 
intersection

• If a vehicle should stop at the stop bar
• If a conflicting pedestrian or bicycle in 

the path is detected
• Requires a MAP message

What are the Optional Elements of the SPaT Message?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Provides information about lane-to-lane movements through the intersection, e.g., a left turn movement. This information requires that a corresponding MAP message be broadcasted also.Can provide current queue length for this movement (in meters)Distance from the stop bar within which vehicles can expect to clear the intersectionwaitOnStop. Indicates if vehicles for this specific vehicle movement should stop at the stop bar.pedBicycleDetect. Indicates if a conflicting pedestrian or bicycle for this vehicle movement has been detected.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick Chan



What are the Optional Elements of the SPaT Message?

• Optional elements are optional as defined by the SAE 
J2735 standard

• Mandatory are minimum elements based on the 
experience of the standards committee

• Optional elements should be broadcasted IF:
• Required by a regulation or regulatory agency
• Required by another standard or specification

• E.g., the Connected Signalized Intersection 
project
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:WHEN should optional elements be broadcasted? Elements are optional as defined by the standard. What is mandatory or optional was defined by the standards development committee based on their collective experiences. What is mandatory defines the MINIMUM necessary to provide some information.However, there may be other regulations or standards that make an optional element (as defined by J2735_201603) to be mandatory to be broadcasted.



What are the Optional Elements of the SPaT Message?

• Optional elements should be broadcasted if needed to 
support a desired application

• To support a basic Red Light Violation application, 
the mandatory elements are sufficient

• To support the Eco-Approach and Departure at 
Signalized Intersections application, the advisory 
speeds for an approach towards the intersection is 
needed

• To support phase time remaining in an in-vehicle 
application, the timing information is needed
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:An agency may voluntarily broadcast an optional element to support an application that requires that element, even though the standard (SAE J2945_201603) considers it optional.
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Signal timing information for how many intersections can 
be included in a single SPaT message?

a) Only one signalized intersection
b) Only one signalized and one non-signalized intersection
c) Up to two signalized intersections along an arterial
d) Up to 32 signalized intersections

Answer Choices

Question

45



Review of Answers

a) Only one signalized intersection

Incorrect. 

b) One signalized and one non-signalized intersection

Incorrect.

c) Up to two signalized intersections along an arterial

Incorrect.

d) Up to 32 signalized intersections

Correct! A SPaT message can provide signal timing 
information for up to 32 signalized intersections
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Presentation Notes
Note that realistically, a SPaT message will not contain 32 signalized intersections due to other restrictions imposed by the communications protocol or media used, such as the effective communications range (how far away from the antenna) and the message size.



Learning Objective 3

Describe the MAP message

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third learning objective is to describe the MAP message. We’ll start by describing:What is the structure of the MAP message?What are the mandatory elements of a MAP message?What are the optional elements of a MAP message?



What is the Structure of the MAP Message?

• MAP messages provide static geographic road 
information

• descriptions of lanes and lane types
• Each MAP message can provide roadway geometric 

information for:
• Up to 32 intersections, and
• Up to 32 road segments
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:Introduction to the MAP messageMAP messages contain static descriptions of lanes and lane types to describe the roadway geometryBy static, we mean that the data is not expected to change unless the road geometry is physically changed or re-striped (e.g., lane width changes)Each message can contain up to 32 intersections and 32 road segments, but other factors will restrict how many of each are actually broadcast in a message, such as message size restrictions and (wireless) communications range.Allows a single message to be broadcast instead of multiple messages.Useful for intersections spaced closely together.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603



…

…

• messageId. DE_DSRCmsgID = 18
• timestamp. Number of elapsed minutes in the year
• msgIssueRevision. Message counter indicating 

contents changed
• layerType. Type of map information, e.g., general, 

curve, intersection, roadway segment
• layerId. Layer identifier

What is the Structure of the MAP Message?

timeStamp msgIssueRevision layerTypemessageId

MSG_MapData

layerId

roadSegments dataParameters restrictionListintersections

MSG_MapDatamandatory

optional
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a graphical depiction of a MAP message.Boxes in green are mandatory, yellow are optional.messageId – defines what type of message follows. The messageId (DE_DSRCmsgID) is 18 for the 2016 version of the MAP message.timeStamp – number of elapsed minutes of the current year (DE_MinuteOfTheYear)msgIssueRevision – A message counter. Not expected to change frequently (on the order of once every several months to years). A change indicates the road geometry for this group of map fragments has changed (DE_MsgCount)layerType – identifies the type of information. Valid values include general map data, intersection, curve, roadway segment, parking area, shared lane or mixed (combination of above) (DE_LayerType)layerId – layer identifier. E.g., layer 1 may be for intersections (DE_LayerID)Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick Chan



…

…

What is the Structure of the MAP Message?

timeStamp msgIssueRevision layerTypemessageId

MSG_MapData

layerId

roadSegments dataParameters restrictionListintersections

MSG_MapDatamandatory

optional

• intersections. MAP data for intersections
• roadSegments. MAP data for road segments
• dataParameters. Metadata about the MAP contents
• restrictionList. List of potential user class restrictions
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:The MAP message also optionally includes:intersections – information about 0-32 intersections (DF_IntersectionGeometryList)roadSegments – information about 0-32 road segments (DF_RoadSegmentList)dataParameters – metadata about the map contents (DF_DataParameters)restrictionList – A list of potential user class restrictions for the intersections/road segments, e.g., buses, overweight vehicles, low emissions, etc.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick ChanThere is animation on this slide.



1..32

• id. Identifier of the responsible agency (optional) + 
regionally unique identifier for the intersection

• revision. Message counter to indicate if the road 
geometry for the intersection has changed

• refpoint. Geographic reference (anchor) point for this 
intersection. Latitude-Longitude. Elevation is optional.

• laneSet. Data describing a lane

What are the Mandatory Elements of a MAP Message?

name id revision refPoint laneWidth speedLimits laneSet preemptPriorityData regional

intersectionsmandatory

optional
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This module focuses only on MAP data for intersections. The next several slides define the mandatory elements for an intersection, which itself is optional. id – a regionally unique intersection identifier (DF_IntersectionReferenceID). Previously discussed in the review of the SPaT message. Optional identifier of the agency responsible for the intersection (or assigning the identifier) (DE_RoadRegulatorID)Need an effort to uniquely assign agency identifiers. A regionally unique identifier for the intersection (DE_IntersectionID). There has been efforts to define a scheme for uniquely identifying intersection in the United States/North America. Should work with other adjacent regions and perhaps state DOT to develop a scheme to assign identifiers.revision – a message counter (DE_MsgCount). Recall there are two potential ways to use this element - every time the message is transmitted; OR when the contents of the message changes. For MAP messages, the intent, although not stated in SAE J2735_201603, is that the sequence number be incremented when the contents changes. A change indicates the roadway geometry for this intersection has changed, and is not expected to change frequently (on the order of once every several months to years), when there’s roadwork or lane striping. Allows a receiver to ignore the contents if the message was already previously processed. The vision is that a mobile device will store the MAP data and do not have to “listen” for the road geometry if the geometry has not changed.refPoint (DF_Postion3D) - a geographic reference (anchor) point for the intersection, usually the center of the intersection, but it does not have to be. The roadway geometry points are offsets from this reference point. Latitude – in 1/10th of a micro degree, Longitude – in 1/10th of a micro degree, Elevation (optional) in 10 cm units. laneSet (DF_LaneList) – data describing up to 255 lanes. Content/Source URL SAE J2735_201603- Source of Graphic Patrick Chan



1..255

• laneId. A lane identifier unique within the intersection
• laneAttributes. A data frame containing data about the 

lane characteristics

What are the Mandatory Elements of a MAP Message?

namelaneId ingressApproach egressApproach maneuverslaneAttributes nodeList connectsTo overlays

laneSetmandatory

optional
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:laneId (DE_Lane). A lane identifier unique within the intersectionlaneAttributes is a data frame containing data about the lane characteristics (DF_LaneAttributes)Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick ChanThere is animation on this slide.



1..255

• directionalUse. Direction of travel in the lane
• sharewith. Indicates the presence of another user type 

that has equal rights to use the lane
• laneType. Defines the type of lane. Valid values 

include vehicle lane, crosswalk, bicycle lane, sidewalk, 
(physical) barrier, striped lane, tracked vehicle and 
parking lane.

• Also used to indicate if it is revocable lane. Used 
by the SPaT message

What are the Mandatory Elements of a MAP Message?

laneAttributesmandatory

optional

sharedWithdirectionalUse laneType
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:Within the laneAttributes data frame are:directionalUse (DE_LaneDirection). Indicates the direction of travel in the lane. Valid values are towards the stop line, away from the stop line, both directions (e.g., a crosswalk) or no direction (e.g., a median).shareWith (DE_LaneSharing). Indicates the use of the physical lane with another user type. E.g., a shared bicycle lane or a motorized lane with a tracked vehicle (e.g., trolley).laneType – describes the type of lane. Motor vehicle lane, crosswalk, bicycle lane, sidewalk, (physical) barrier, striped lane, tracked vehicle and parking lane.    Also includes a bit to indicate if the lane is a revocable lane.    Includes an additional level of detail – e.g., hovLane, if fixed time, bicycle usage permitted, type of striping, type of parkingContent/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick Chan



1..255

• nodeList. Sequence of signed offset node points 
representing the centerline of the lane. CHOICE of:

• nodes. A sequence of 2 to 63 node points defining 
the centerline of the lane

• computed. A lane that has similar (lane) attributes 
as another lane

What are the Mandatory Elements of a MAP Message?

namelaneId ingressApproach egressApproach maneuverslaneAttributes nodeList connectsTo overlays

laneSetmandatory

optional

computednodes
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:nodeList (DF_NodeListXY) - a sequence of signed offset node points.A CHOICE of:nodes (DF_NodeXY) - a sequence of 2 to 63 node points defining the centerline of the lane.computed (DF_ComputedLane) – a computed lane that has similar attributes as another lane.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick Chan



2..63

• delta. Each node is an X-Y offset from the previous 
node, in units of 1 centimeter.

• Each node could also be a latitude-longitude 
geographic coordinate but not generally used

• The first node point is the offset from the reference 
point and typically at the stopline.

• With lane width represents the lane as a polygon

What are the Mandatory Elements of a MAP Message?

nodes

attributesdelta

mandatory

optional
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:delta (DF_NodeOffsetPointXY)Each node is an X-Y offset from the previous node, in units of 1 centimeter.Each node could be a latitude-longitude geographic coordinate but is not used (uses too much bandwidth)The first node point is the offset from the intersection’s reference point and is typically at the stopline.When combined with the lane width represents each lane as a polygonContent/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick Chan



What are the Mandatory Elements of a MAP Message?

Source: New York City Connected Vehicle Pilot
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is an example of a MAP for a signalized intersection.The blue bubble in the middle of the intersection is the location of the geographic reference point for the intersection, while the nodes show the lane numbers. Only two nodes are shown for each lane. Note that lanes were also drawn for crosswalks.In red are the stopbars, which is not included in the MAP data message. The blue pin at the corner of the intersection is not a MAP data element, but is used as a survey point to help determine the geographic (lat-long) coordinates around the intersection.We’ll discuss some tools later, but it is recommended that the contents of the MAP data message be placed over the base map to check for accuracy and completeness.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicNew York City Connected Vehicle Pilot



• referencedLaneId. Identifier of the lane that this 
computed lane is based on.

• offsetXaxis / offsetYaxis. Offset of the first node of 
the computed lane from the referenced lane along the 
x-axis / y-axis

What are the Mandatory Elements of a MAP Message?

rotateXYreferenceLaneId scaleXaxis scaleYaxisoffsetXaxis offsetYaxis

computedmandatory

optional
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:A computed lane generally requires a smaller payload (less bandwidth). May be used at intersections with 2 or more adjacent lanes with the same characteristics. Can be scaled or rotated.referenceLaneId (DE_LaneID) – identifier of the lane this computed lane is based on.offsetXaxis – Offset of the first node of the computed lane from the reference lane along the x-axis in 1 centimeter units.offsetYaxis – Offset of the first node of the computed lane from the reference lane along the y-axis in 1 centimeter units. Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick ChanThere is animation on this slide.



What are the Mandatory Elements of a MAP Message?

Source: New York City Connected Vehicle Pilot
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This diagram shows examples of computed lanes.Light blue lanes are the computed ingress lanesDark blue lanes are coded ingress lanesGrey lanes are the egress lanesPink are the pedestrian crosswalk lanesContent/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick Chan



• Summary
• messageId
• msgIssueRevision (of the message)
• id (of each intersection)
• refPoint (of each intersection)
• revision (counter for each intersection)
• For each lane:

− laneId
− laneAttributes
−nodes (sequence of node offsets)

What are the Mandatory Elements of a MAP Message?
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:To summarize, the message identifier, and the message “version” are mandatory elements for a MAP data message. Although an intersection is optional for a MAP data message, if an intersection is included, the mandatory data elements for an intersection are the identifier of the intersection and its reference point.The revision number of the intersection description is also mandatory. If the MAP message only contains the description of the intersection, the version number of the intersection may be equal to the version number of the intersection – however a MAP message may contain information for more than one intersection or include one or more fragments of a road segment – if the description of any of those intersections or road fragments in the MAP data message changes, then the MESSAGE version will change although the intersection number for other intersections or road segments may not change.For each lane, the identifier, its attributes and at least two nodes of at least one lane is mandatory. There is no requirement that all lanes of the intersection must be described. Also, once one lane is described by at least two nodes, all other lanes may be a computed lane.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603



• speedLimits. Regulatory information for a lane or set 
of lanes

• type. Type of regulatory speed limit.
• speed. Velocity of the object (in 0.02 m/s)

• Metadata about the map contents
• User class restrictions for lane/movement restrictions 

(e.g., transit only, emissions compliant, height 
compliant, pedestrians only)

What are the Optional Elements of a MAP Message?
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:Next, we’ll quickly review some of the optional elements of a MAP message. In the interest of time and space, this module will not present every optional element in the MAP message.speedLimits (DF_SpeedLimitList) – regulatory information for a lane or set of lanesType (DE_SpeedLimitType) - Limit Type. For example, minimum speeds, maximum, night, for vehicles, trucks, trailers, school zone, construction zone.Speed (DE_Velocity) – in 0.02 m/sAn implementation issue is that it is in meters per second (metric system, not English units) and this is a regulatory piece of information so the translation must be correct.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603



• maneuvers. Allowed maneuvers for the lane
• connectingLane. Lane identifier that a maneuver 

connects to
• remoteIntersection. Identifier of another 

intersection that describes the connecting lane
• signalGroup. Identifier of the movement. Used to 

tie to the SPaT message.
• userClass. Identifies the lane/movement 

restrictions

What are the Optional Elements of a MAP Message?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:maneuvers – the allowed maneuvers from a lane. E.g., straight, left, right u-turn, RTOR, no stopping, yield, go after stop. (DE_AllowedManeuvers)connectingLane – (DE_LaneID) may also contain the laneID (identifier) of the egress lane it connects to for that maneuver.remoteIntersection (DF_IntersectionReferenceID) – the identifier of another intersection if the lane is described by that intersectionsignalGroup (DE_SignalGroupID) – the identifier of the movement (DE_SignalGroupID). Although optional, is mandatory for intersections generating SPaT messages.userClass – if the connection is for a specific traveler type (see previous slide) (DE_RestrictionClassID)Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603



• Node information. Presents the attributes at a node 
that describes the path of a lane.

• localNode. Defines up to 8 attributes for this node 
point. E.g., fire hydrant, traffic island for crosswalks

• disabled / enabled. Defines up to 8 attributes for a 
segment. E.g., transit stop, parking zone, bike lane 
on left, rumble strip present

• dWidth. Linear taper in the lane width from the 
previous node

• dElevation. Linear taper in the lane elevation from 
the previous node

What are the Optional Elements of a MAP Message?
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:This slide summarizes the optional portions of the nodeList, which describes the path of the lane.localNode (DF_NodeAttributeXYList) - Up to 8 node attributes – e.g., mid-path stop line, hydrant present, traffic island for pedestrians, closed to pedestrian trafficdisabled / enabled (DF_SegmentAttributeXYList) - Up to 8 start/stop segment attributes – e.g., do not block, merging lanes, loading zones, turnouts, bike box, transit stop, parking zone (parallel, head-in, free parking, time restrictions). If disabled, the segment attribute ends at this node. If enabled, the segment attribute begins at this node.lanewidth (DE_LaneWidth) – the default lane width, in centimeters, for all lanes for the intersection, unless specified.dWidth (DE_Offset_B10) - linear difference in lane width (in 1 cm steps) to the next nodedElevation (DE_Offset_B10) - linear difference in elevation (in 10 cm steps) to the next node. Note: error here – text in SAE J2735_201603 states 10 cm steps, but DE_Offset_B10 is in 1 cm steps.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603



• Computed Lane
• rotateXY. Rotation of the initial node point
• scaleXaxis / scaleYaxis. Defines expansion or 

contraction of the computed lane along the X-axis / 
Y-axis

What are the Optional Elements of a MAP Message?
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:For a computed lane, the optional data elements are:rotateXY (DE_Angle) – rotation of the initial node point in units of 0.0125 degrees. 0 is defined as true north with positive values to the east.scaleXaxis (DE_Scale_B12) – scale (expansion or contraction) along the x-axis of the in units of 0.05%, based on the initial node point.scaleYaxis (DE_Scale_B12) - scale (expansion or contraction) along the y-axis of the in units of 0.05%, based on the initial node point.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603



 Optional elements are optional as defined by the 
standard
 Optional elements may be required by a regulation, 

another standard or a specification
• Optional elements should be broadcasted if needed to 

support an application
• Maneuver information, e.g., SignalGroupID data, is 

needed to support the SPaT message if broadcast
• Location of safety zones (e.g., traffic islands) for 

pedestrian safety applications may be needed.

What are the Optional Elements of a MAP Message?
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:When should optional elements be included in a MAP message? When it is needed to support a desired application.For example, certain data elements, such as SignalGroupID, is needed to complete the usefulness of the information provided in the SPaT message.The location of safety zones for pedestrian crossings may be important for pedestrian safety applications.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603
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Which of the following attributes for a lane is 
included in a MAP message?

a) The centerline locations of a lane
b) The permitted direction of travel of the lane
c) The permitted vehicle types that may use the lane
d) All of the above

Answer Choices

Question

66



Review of Answers

a) The centerline locations of a lane

True. Nodes are used to define the centerline of a lane.

b) The permitted direction of travel of the lane

True. The permitted direction of travel of the lane may be 
provided in a MAP message.

c) The permitted vehicle types that may use the lane

True. Vehicle class restrictions may be included in a MAP 
message.

d) All of the above

Correct! All of the above are true.
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Learning Objective 4

Implementation Considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fourth learning objective is to describe some of the implementation considerations for providing SPaT and MAP data. We’ll start by:Introducing several standards that help specify minimum requirements to support specific applicationsDiscussing implementation considerations on how to specify SPaT and MAP messages



ISO TS 19091

• Previously described WHY SPaT and MAP data is 
needed

• Support safety, mobility and environmental 
applications

• Previously describes WHAT data is provided by the 
SPaT and MAP messages

• Next slides describe WHEN, WHERE, and HOW the 
data is provided to support interoperability

• Standards help answer some questions
• May depend on the application
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:Part of the issue deploying MAP/SPaT is how do we support interoperability in a consistent manner? The next several standards help.



ISO TS 19091

• ISO TS 19091 - Intelligent transport systems -
Cooperative ITS - Using V2I and I2V 
communications for applications related to 
signalized intersections

• Defines dialogs and HOW to exchange messages, 
data structures, and data elements between 
roadside units and travelers to support signalized 
intersection applications

• Procure, implement and test in a consistent 
manner

• Used in Europe
• May be used as guidance in North America
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:ISO/TS 19091 is a standard that has been developed in the international arena, led by US SMEs, to support the connected vehicle environment. So far, we’ve talked about the SPaT and MAP data messages in SAE J2735, but SAE J2735 only defines the messages and data elements – it does not define what messages or when a message should be exchanged to support an application.  It is analogous to the English dictionary – it contains the words to be used, but it does not describe HOW those words are to be used to communicate. It is the English grammar that defines how the English words are to be used to communicate in an interoperable manner.ISO TS 19091 is like the English grammar – it defines what messages to use to support a signalized intersection application based on the use cases an agency desires to support, derives operational and performance requirements, and defines the sequence of information exchanges (called dialogs), the messages, data structures, and data elements to be exchanged to fulfill the requirements in a standardized way. By defining the standardized way, this standard allows agencies to procure, implement and test signalized intersection applications in a consistent manner.ISO TS 19091 has been adopted in Europe to support interoperabilityContent/Source URLISO TS 19091 - Intelligent transport systems - Cooperative ITS - Using V2I and I2V communications for applications related to signalized intersectionsModule CV271 – Using the ISO TS 19091 Standard to Implement V2I Intersection Applications Introduction



ISO TS 19091

• The V2I applications addressed in ISO TS 19091 are 
described by use cases

• Defines the operations between the actors
• Defines information needs for communication 

between vehicles and infrastructure 
• Identifies information for the applications

• Use case types
• Priority/Preemption applications
• Safety applications
• Mobility/Sustainability applications
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:Key point is to provide a high-level overview of the use cases in the standard.  Specifically, this slide shows the three categories of use cases.Through use cases, ISO TS 19091 describes how the messages and data can be organized to deploy applications. Each use case defines information needs for communications between actors, such as vehicles and infrastructure. The use cases are organized into three categories, based on the type of application being described. Priority/Preemption (PR) use cases are associated with signal priority or signal preemption applications. Safety (SA) use cases are associated with safety applications, while Mobility/Sustainability (MS) use cases are associated with mobility and sustainability.The student supplement contains a snapshot of one of the use cases provided in ISO 19091.Note: The use cases are described at a high level in Section 5 – General Description, and in detail in Annex A of the ISO TS 19091 standard.Content/Source URLISO TS 19091 - Intelligent transport systems - Cooperative ITS - Using V2I and I2V communications for applications related to signalized intersectionsModule CV271 – Using the ISO TS 19091 Standard to Implement V2I Intersection Applications Introduction



ISO TS 19091

• Lists requirements describing the details of that data 
• Deployments that conform to ISO 19091 would build to 

the same requirements – helps ensure interoperability
• Functional Requirements
• Performance Requirements (WHEN)
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:Through the use cases, ISO 19091 defines requirements that may satisfy the information needs for each use case. The information needs are described in the information flows section of each use case. The use case defines what data is needed to support an application and why. Based on the list of requirements implementations that build to these requirements will be interoperable - solving the same problem in the same way.Functional requirements prescribe the functions that the system should perform. For example, one requirement is “An RSE shall include the operational status of the intersection’s traffic signal controller as part of the signal phase and timing message broadcast.” Functional requirements are categorized by device and message.Performance requirements describe how well other requirements are fulfilled and address implementation needs within the various communications environments that will support the applications. They are separate from the use cases and not tied to a single application. Examples of performance requirements include maximum, minimum and default transmission rates.Content/Source URLISO TS 19091 - Intelligent transport systems - Cooperative ITS - Using V2I and I2V communications for applications related to signalized intersectionsModule CV271 – Using the ISO TS 1901 Standard to Implement V2I Intersection Applications Introduction



ISO TS 19091

• Defines what specific SAE J2735 messages, data 
frames or data elements are used to fulfill each 
functional requirement in ISO TS 19091.

• SPaT
• MAP
• Basic Safety Messages
• NMEA/RTCM
• SRM/SSM

• See Module CV271 – Using the ISO TS 19091 
Standard to Implement V2I Intersection 
Applications Introduction
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:ISO TS 19091 then defines specific messages, data frames, and/or data elements from SAE J2735 to fulfill each requirement. It defines what mandatory and optional data elements (according to SAE J2735) that need to be exchanged to support specific use cases.Messages referenced to fulfill requirements in ISO TS 19091 include:BSM are messages broadcasted by vehicles indicating their location and kinematics.MAP provides roadway geometric information.SPAT provides signal phase and timing information – about the signal operations.SRM is a request for signal priority or signal preemption at a downstream traffic signal.SSM provides the status of all signal priority or preemption requests received for that signalized intersection.NMEA (National Maritime Electronics Association) and RTCM (Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Services) messages provide differential corrections for GNSS/GPS. These messages are to improve location accuracy for GNSS/GPS systems, such as on a vehicle or even a smartphone.For more information about ISO TS 19091, see Module CV271.Content/Source URLISO TS 19091 - Intelligent transport systems - Cooperative ITS - Using V2I and I2V communications for applications related to signalized intersectionsModule CV271 – Using the ISO TS 19091 Standard to Implement V2I Intersection Applications Introduction



SAE J2945/x Family of Standards

• SAE J2945/x Family of Standards identify the 
information and performance requirements for 
applications using SAE J2735 messages

• How often a message is sent (minimum, typical, 
maximum)

• Minimum quality requirements
• Each document identifies the minimum requirements or 

recommended practices for specific applications.
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Presentation Notes
Key Message: Similar to ISO TS 19091, but US/North America centric.This family of standards defines the operational and performance requirements for connected vehicle applications, that is, how information is to be exchanged between two devices or two systems.The English dictionary, for example, contains the words to be used, but it does not describe HOW those words are to be used to communicate. A similar analogy can be used for the SAE J2735 data standard – it contains the messages and data elements, but does not define what messages or when a message should be exchanged to support an application. SAE J2945 is expected to do that.This family also defines the performance requirements for specific J2735 messages – how often the message is sent, what data elements must be sent, and the quality requirements necessary before a data element is sent. For example, it may define how accurate the position of the vehicle is. If the position is of poor quality, perhaps because the GNSS receiver is damaged, the performance requirement may state that the vehicle not broadcast its position, which is better than providing a position that is of questionable accuracy.Content/Source URLSAE J2945_2017012 – Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) Systems Engineering Process Guidance for SAE J2945/x Documents and Common Design Concepts



SAE J2945/x Family of Standards

• SAE J2945_2017012 – Dedicated Short Range 
Communications (DSRC) Systems Engineering 
Process Guidance for SAE J2945/x Documents and 
Common Design Concepts

• Also known as J2945/0, defines common 
requirements for connected vehicle applications

• Includes systems engineering content (Concept of 
Operations, requirements, message exchanges, 
and message content) for the family of standards
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Provides generic content, requirements and guidance that are applicable to all applications.Content/Source URLSAE J2945_2017012 – Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) Systems Engineering Process Guidance for SAE J2945/x Documents and Common Design Concepts



SAE J2945/x Family of Standards

• SAE J2945/A – MAP/SPaT Deployment –
Intersection Operations

• Previously SAE J2945/10, contains recommended 
best practices on using the MAP and SPaT 
message content to meet operational needs.

• Currently on hold
• SAE J2945/B - Recommended Practices for Signal 

Preemption Message Development
• Previously SAE J2945/11, provides reference 

implementations on how to provide priority and 
preemption at signalized intersections.

• Currently under development.
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:SAE J2945/10 is currently on hold because other documents have been developed describing best practices (See the student supplement for the references), and a new USDOT project recently started to develop a standard and reference implementation for Connected Signalized Intersections.Related to this module, SAE J2945/11 provides some guidance and focuses on current implementations of signal priority and preemption in a CV environment. Hopefully will be released in the year 2020.Content/Source URLSAE J2945/10 - MAP/SPaT Deployment – Intersection Operations (Proposed)SAE J2945/11 - Recommended Practices for Signal Preemption Message Development (Proposed)



NTCIP 1202 v03

• NTCIP 1202 v03 – Object Definitions for Actuated 
Signal Controllers

• Standardizes the communications interface 
between an actuated signal controller and a center

• Published May 2019 as an update to NTCIP 1202 
v02 (published 2005)

• Adds systems engineering content and 
accommodates new user needs
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:NTCIP 1202 v03 is another standard that may define help to implement SPaT messages. Recall that the source of SPaT data is from the traffic signal controllers, NTCIP 1202 v03 standardizes the data exchanges between a signal controller and a center, and beginning with version 03, standardizes the data exchanges to a roadside unit process, so it can generate SPaT messages. NTCIP 1202 v03 is an update to NTCIP 1202 v02, which was published in 2005, and adds systems engineering content and accommodates new user needs, including supporting the CV environment.Content/Source URLNTCIP 1202 v03, Object Definitions for Actuated Signal Controllers 



NTCIP 1202 v03
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a context diagram of the scope of NTCIP 1202 v03.Notice, that in addition to the interface between the controller unit and the management station (traffic management center or maintenance laptop), it now includes the interface between the controller unit and the roadside unit.Content/Source URLNTCIP 1202 v03, Object Definitions for Actuated Signal Controllers 



NTCIP 1202 v03

• Connected Vehicle user needs addressed by the 
standard

• Focus is the interface between the Roadside Unit 
and the controller

• Provides SPaT data to the Roadside Unit
• Provides a check that the SPaT data matches the 

MAP data
• Supports the entire SPaT and MAP data messages 

except regional extensions and start time
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:Some of the connected vehicle related user needs include generating and providing SPaT data to the roadside unit and to the management station so a TMC operator can monitor what is being provided.NTCIP 1202 v03 also provides a checksum for MAP data that the SPaT data is valid for, to ensure that the MAP data being broadcast is valid for the SPaT data also being broadcasted.Supports all SPaT and MAP data elements except regional extensions and start time. To date, no regional extensions have been defined. Start time was not supported because the NTCIP 1202 v03 working group and the SAE DSRC Technical Committee could not agree on an unambiguous definition of start time.Content/Source URLNTCIP 1202 v03, Object Definitions for Actuated Signal Controllers 



NTCIP 1202 v03

• Implementation Issues:
• Does the controller push or pull data with the 

RSU?
• If push, should the controller push on change 

(when a value changes) or periodically (e.g., ten 
times per second)?

• If pull, how often should the RSU request the 
SPaT data from the controller?

• The controller should still push periodically.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:There have been different opinions on if push or pull is better for exchanging SPaT data between the roadside unit and the controller – should the controller just broadcast the SPaT data? Or only provide the data when requested by the roadside unit? Factors to consider include performance, bandwidth concerns, processing requirements, and security (e.g., the controller needs to be “open” to receive requests from external sources, such as the RSU)Data elements are the same regardless of push or pull. The difference is which device initiates the exchanges. The controller should still push periodically to demonstrate the interface is active.Content/Source URLNTCIP 1202 v03, Object Definitions for Actuated Signal Controllers



NTCIP 1202 v03

• Implementation Issues:
• Clock differential
• For additional information about NTCIP 1202 v03, 

see A315 modules
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:SAE J2735_201603 defines the time of change when a movement will change (e.g., turns from green to yellow). Most controllers currently do not use GPS as a clock, while RSUs are expected to use GPS time. NTCIP 1202 v03 provides the time of change for a movement as the number of ticks since the top of the hour (on its clock). The RSU is expected to adjust the number of ticks and convert it to the number of milliseconds according to GPS time.A315 provides modules on the user needs, requirements, and for testing NTCIP 1202. At the time this module was developed, the modules for NTCIP 1202 v02 exist, but are under development for NTCIP 1202 v03.Content/Source URLNTCIP 1202 v03, Object Definitions for Actuated Signal Controllers



• Determine what optional data elements to include in 
your specification

• Use ISO TS 19091 as a guideline (by use case)
• If using NTCIP 1202 v03, complete the PRL.

• Requires some of the optional data elements in 
SAE J2735 to be mandatory.

• Connected Signalized Intersections (CSI) project
• Develop a standard or specification to define key 

capabilities to support interoperability
• Started November 2019
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How to Specify SPaT Messages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:ISO 19091 defines functional and performance requirements based on the applications to be supported. The Protocol Requirements List (PRL) in NTCIP 1202 v03 can also define some functional and performance requirements.There is now a new USDOT-funded effort to create a connected signalized intersection standard or specification that that defines the key capabilities and interfaces a connected signalized intersection must support to ensure interoperability for state and local infrastructure owner/operators (IOO).Content/Source URLNTCIP 1202 v03, Object Definitions for Actuated Signal ControllersISO TS 19091 - Intelligent transport systems - Cooperative ITS - Using V2I and I2V communications for applications related to signalized intersections



• For both SPaT and MAP messages, consider the 
communications media

• Dedicated Short Range Communications 
(DSRC)

• Would use IEEE standards, which imposes a 
limit of approximately 1500 bytes

• Consider latency
• Where? Range of approximate 300 meters

• Cellular Vehicle to Anything (C-V2X)
• Release 16 expected 2020.
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How to Specify SPaT Messages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:The communications media will also impact on what and how much content is included in the SPaT (AND the MAP) message. For example, the use of DSRC implies the use of other standards which may impose constraints on the message. IEEE 1609.x is used with DSRC and IEEE1609.3-2016 imposes a limit of 1500 bytes, which limits the number of intersections that may be included in a single SPaT message. In addition, latency may be a consideration, such as how often a message is broadcasted. DSRC also has an effective broadcast range of approximately 300 meters – does it make sense to include SPaT data for an intersection more than 300 meters away in a SPaT message? Maybe – might depend on the average speed of vehicles traveling within the effective range.The point of this slide is not a DSRC vs C-V2X debate, but to point out that the communications media used might impose constraints on broadcasting the SPaT and/or MAP message.



• For both SPaT and MAP messages, consider 
security:

• Signed to indicate it’s an authentic message from 
the source it claims to be

• Could be signed at the Roadside Unit or a center
• For additional information about security, see other 

PCB modules
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Though not directly affecting the contents of the SPaT and/or MAP message, also need to consider what security is provided and from where when generating the SPaT or MAP message.Other PCB modules are planned to be developed on security, including a module, Introduction to SCMS 2.0.



How to Specify MAP Messages

• MAP messages must be included with SPaT messages
• Contains indexes (SignalGroupIDs) connecting 

SPaT movements to ingress and egress lanes
• The MAP message indicates “where the lane” is.

• Level of Detail: Varies depending on the applications 
supported

• Level of resolution needed may vary
• Geographical extent needed may vary
• What information is needed (report all lanes?)
• Communications limitations (message size)
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:It is possible to broadcast SPaT messages without MAP messages, but difficult for a driver to assess which “timing” of a movement is applicable.The level of detail and extents may vary for each intersection based on the expected applications that the MAP data messages are expected to supportLevel of resolution – is there good GPS accuracy, are there curves?What are the vehicle speeds approaching the intersection?How complex is the intersection geometry?Do we need to include the crosswalks, parking lanes?Communications limitations (for DSRC – defined by IEEE 1609.3)



How to Specify MAP Messages

• Typically only 1 to maybe 3 intersections per MAP 
message

• SAE J2945/0 contains recommendations:
• Transmission rates – once every one or two 

seconds
• DSRC channels
• Transmission power levels
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:No regulation defining the transmission rate, DSRC channel or power level, but SAE J2945/0 has recommendations, but need to be defined for an implementation.Content/Source URLSAE J2945_201712



How to Specify MAP Messages

• Implementation Issues
• Must be based on WGS84 coordinate system
• Intersection ID numbering
• Need to define consistently

• E.g., How crosswalks are represented varies 
around the world.

• Creation of a Guidance Document for MAP 
Preparation project

• Develop a guidance document on how to create 
MAP messages

• Expected start date March 2020
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Presentation Notes
Key Messages:Some implementation issues:WGS 84 coordinate system. E.g., North America is moving away from the prime meridian almost 10 centimeters per year.Intersection ID numbering. Efforts to define a scheme for uniquely identifying intersection in the United States/North America, but an agency should work with adjacent agencies and the state DOT to develop a scheme to assign identifiers.How lanes are described in the MAP message is defined differently. For example, crosswalks are represented differently around the world. There currently is no standard, however, the Connected Vehicle Pooled Fund Study recently released a Request For Letters of Intent to create a Guidance Document for MAP Preparation, on how to create MAP messages. The one-year project is expected to start March 2020.



How to Specify MAP Messages

• Tools for Developing MAP messages
• USDOT J2735 MAP Tool
• Can automate map data validation and visualize 

data to reduce errors
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Presentation Notes
Key Messages:There are some tools that may be publicly available to generate MAP data for a MAP message.The tools are important to help validate the messages. Can take a MAP message and overlay the lanes / node points over a base map. A user can then visualize if the overlay is accurate and matches the base map. Can match lane widths and allowed maneuvers if the MAP message also contains those optional data elementsContent/Source URLhttps://webapp2.connectedvcs.com/isd-beta/



Additional References

• See Student Supplement
• ITS Professional Capacity Building Program

• https://www.pcb.its.dot.gov/stds_training.aspx
• National Operations Center of Excellence

• SPaT Challenge
• https://transportationops.org/spatchallenge

• USDOT Connected Vehicle Pilots
• https://www.its.dot.gov/pilots/
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Presentation Notes
Key Messages:See the student supplement for additional references. There are other PCB modules that have been developed or are being developed for other applications in the connected vehicle space. In addition, the National Operations Center of Excellence has some resources and guidance for implementing applications at signalized intersections. In addition, review how the CV Pilots show how the different CV sites worked together to be interoperable.

https://transportationops.org/spatchallenge
https://www.its.dot.gov/pilots/




Case Study: City of Anaheim

• Deployed OBUs and RSUs from 3 different vendors
• OBUs and RSUs from the same vendor worked
• A side-by-side comparison of applications on the 

different OBUs showed different results
• Times to change may be different
• Applications did not always work

• Some applications were expecting optional data 
elements and did not properly display if the optional 
data elements were not provided
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Presentation Notes
Key Messages:The City of Anaheim deployed OBUs and RSUs from 3 different vendors. The application on the OBU worked with the RSU from the same vendor, but had issues and mixed results when using (messages broadcasted from) RSUs from a different vendor.Content/Source URL“SPaT Testbed Experience in Anaheim”- John Thai, Principal Traffic Engineer, City of Anaheim; Presentation ITS California Annual Conference and Exhibition, 2018.



Case Study: City of Anaheim

• Lessons Learned
• MAP configuration affected the application on the 

OBU
• Some applications were expecting optional data 

elements and did not properly display if the 
optional data elements were not provided

• Applications were not properly handling 
unexpected or non-conforming data packets

• Specify which optional elements are mandatory
• Test applications to handle unexpected or non-

conforming data packets
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Presentation Notes
Key Messages:Early investigations indicated that how the MAP was configured and formatted by the vendor had impacts. Each vendor implemented certain “optional” (as defined by SAE J2735) elements. OBU applications may not have been properly handling optional elements in the MAP message. The application was either expecting certain optional elements and was not receiving them; or was receiving optional elements it wasn’t expecting.Lessons learned: users need to specify which objects are Mandatory versus Optional for an application or a specification; Applications need to be tested to handle unexpected or non-conforming data packets.Note: The CV Pilots have spent time looking at which objects are mandatory and optional for each message so their implementations are interoperable.Content/Source URL“SPaT Testbed Experience in Anaheim”- John Thai, Principal Traffic Engineer, City of Anaheim; Presentation ITS California Annual Conference and Exhibition, 2018.
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When broadcasting SPaT and MAP messages, which 
of the following issues must be considered?

a) Only one intersection is contained in each SPaT and MAP 
message

b) All MAP messages must be accompanied by a SPaT message
c) Other standards may limit the number of bytes in a message
d) SPaT and MAP messages must use the same broadcast rate

Answer Choices

Question
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Review of Answers

a) Only one intersection is contained in each SPaT and MAP 
message

Incorrect. Each SPaT and MAP message may describe up to 32 
intersections

b) All MAP messages must be accompanied by a SPaT message

Incorrect. However, SPaT messages should be accompanied by 
a MAP message

c) Other standards may limit the number of bytes in a message

Correct! Other standards may impose message size 
limitations

d) SPaT and MAP messages must use the same broadcast rate

Incorrect. For example, SPaT messages are dynamic and may 
need to be broadcasted more frequently
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Describe the scope of the SAE J2735 Standard

Describe the SPaT Message

Describe the MAP Message

Identify Implementation Considerations
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Presentation Notes
What we have learned:1. We learned that SAE J2735 is the data dictionary for the connected vehicle environment, defining the messages and data elements for transportation connectivity.2. We learned that the SPaT message provides dynamic information for a signalized intersection – including the general status of the traffic signal controller, the signal timing and what lanes may be in effect.3. We learned that the MAP message provides static information for an intersection – it describes the roadway geometrics and the allowable uses of different lanes at an intersection, including the allowable movements through the intersection.And finally, we talked about some implementation issues for deploying these messages, including some standards that may help define what optional elements should be included when broadcasting these messages.But probably, the most important lesson we hope you learned was how providing SPaT and MAP messages at signalized intersections can help address the transportation challenges that agencies face with safety, mobility and improving the environment.



Feedback
Please use the Feedback link below to 
provide us with your thoughts and 
comments about the value of the training.

Thank you!

Thank you for completing this module.
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